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From an award-winning journalist:

I’ve visited your website 
and I’m still not sure: Do 
you guys believe in...
Paleo? Or is your advice 
closer to... Canada’s food 
guide?



From a TV broadcaster:

Your coaching program 
sounds great. But, if I 
were to sign up for it, 
would I have to cut out all 
my carbs?



From a production assistant on a TV program:

I have a friend who’s 
vegan and she’s super 
healthy. I’m thinking of 
trying it... what do you 
think?





Paleo?
    Mediterranean?

  Vegan?

    Low Carb?

 High Carb?

     Fasting?

Breakfast?



What’s the best diet?
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Let’s answer the question once and for all:



Let’s answer the question once and for all:

- The Paleo Diet!



Let’s answer the question once and for all:

- The Mediterranean Diet!



Let’s answer the question once and for all:

- The Plant-Based Diet!



Let’s answer the question once and for all:

- Intermittent Fasting





What’s the best diet?

This is the wrong question to ask. 
(And the wrong one to answer.)



Let’s put an end to the 
diet debates.





JAMA: The macronutrients don’t matter!

“Numerous trials comparing diets 
differing in macronutrient 
composition has demonstrated ...

... very small (< 1kg) and 
inconsistent differences in weight 
loss and metabolic risk factors.”



JAMA: Adherence is the only thing that matters.

“In 2013 four meta-analyses were 
published summarizing between 13 
and 24 major trials...

... adherence is the only consistent 
factor associated with weight loss 
and disease-related outcomes.”



What’s the bottom line?

It’s not about the food!



A look at traditional diets:

-Arctic Inuit and African Masai
-South Pacific Kitavans
-New Zealand Tokelau

The human body is amazingly 
adaptable to varied food conditions.



Taking it a little further:

It’s not just about the food!



Other factors at work:

-Food preferences
-Food tolerance
-Cultural or religious tradition
-Food availability
-Food budget



And other factors:

-Body type
-Starting Point
-Nutrition beliefs
-Time availability
-Food know-how



Imagine:
“I know you have a super-low budget 
for food. But if you sell your car, or 
maybe one of your children, you’ll be 
able to afford the organic and free-
range whole foods we recommend in 
our program. That’s the ONLY way to 
get healthy and fit.”



Imagine:
“Carbs? You’re not alone. We all like 
‘em. But this program is all about 
cutting way back. Low carb is what 
works, period. Insulin is the enemy. So 
say goodbye to past. Potatoes too. And 
rice. And sugar...”



Imagine:
“Sure, I understand the moral and 
ethical obligation you feel. But eating 
animal foods...that’s how we do it. You 
need the protein and the fat. And that’s 
how our ancestors ate. So suck it up, 
throw a steak on the grill, and let’s get 
the party started.”



Belonging to one nutrition camp is the 
anthesis of good care.

To be a good practitioner, you have to 
be a nutritional agnostic.



The diet debates are fantastic:
For the diet industry, 
which collects billions in revenue...

But horrible for medicine, 
crippling obesity & metabolic costs...

And it’s obviously not helping w/the 
weight or health of the average person.



It’s time to seize our biggest opportunity:
-Put an end the misguided diet 
(macronutrient) debates.

-Stop engaging in “what diet is best?” 
discussions altogether.

-Start focusing on the real factors that 
lead to sustainable body change.



How do we accomplish that?



This is NOT how it works:



Sustainable nutrition interventions:

Build habits slowly, strategically, 
and progressively over time.



Seemingly opposite interventions can all work:

-Raise awareness and attention
-Focus on food quality
-Help eliminate nutrient deficiency
-Control appetite and food intake
-Promote regular exercise



How can we implement such 
an approach?



Only one new practice at a time.
-1 thing = 85% chance of success
-2 things = 35% chance of success
-3 things = 10% chance of success



Ideal practices:

-Done daily
-Easy to understand/measure
-Feel small but strategic
-Inspire confidence



Ideal practices:

But they must also tackle the most 
important limiting factors first.



What’s the framework?

-What really matters?
-How can you measure it?
-What should you recommend?
-How do you follow-up?



The most important things:

-Nutrient deficiencies
 -Water
 -Vitamin/mineral
 -Protein
 -Omega 3s



The most important things:

-Food amount
 -No calorie counting
 -Use visual depictions of portions





The most important things:

-Food and nutrient breakdown
 -Body type recommendations
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Summary:

-Stop the “which diet is best” game
-Start looking for common themes
-Use what we know about change
-Anchor around a triage system
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Questions?


